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ABSTRACT

The ornamental and commercial values of herbaceous peony (Paeonia lactiflora Pall.) are directly related to its
flower pattern. However, the molecular mechanisms underlying the type formation of P. lactiflora flowers have
not been studied in great detail. Previous studies identified, using integrated multipleomics analysis, revealed that
APETALA2 (AP2) is an important candidate gene that modulates type formation of P. lactiflora flowers. To
further reveal the expression mechanism of AP2 in P. lactiflora petals, we examined the profile of AP2 expression
in the inner and outer petals of ‘ZiFengyu’ at various developmental stages using qRT-PCR and BSP+Miseq
methylation analysis. Based on our data, the AP2 levels in the outer petals were obviously increased, relative to
the inner petals. In addition, the S3 levels at the bloom stage were significantly higher than at the flower-bud stage
S1, thereby promoting bloom stage S2, while declining stage S4. Using chromosome walking, the 2000 bp of the
5′-end upstream promoter region was achieved. This region harbored a CpG island (−665∼−872 bp), with multiple
essential transcription factor binding sites (TFBS) such as NF-kappa B, GATA-1, Sp1, and C/EBP. Methylation
sequencing revealed 7 methylated CpG sites in the CpG island region of the AP2 promoter, thereinto, the methyla-
tion ratio of the CpG-3 site in the inner petals was significantly higher than in the outer petals. Correlation analysis
revealed a negative association between the level of methylation (CpG-3, CpG-6), and AP2 mRNA expression.
CpG-3 was located on the Sp1 transcription factor binding site. Thus, we speculated that the CpG-3 methylation
may inhibit transcription factor Sp1 binding to the gene promoter, thereby regulating AP2 expression. Herein,
we examined the role of AP2 in the determination of flower patterns in P. lactiflora. Our conclusion will provide
theoretical guidance for the molecular breeding of the flower pattern in P. lactiflora.
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1 Introduction

Herbaceous peony (Paeonia lactiflora Pall.) belongs to the plant genus Paeonia of the Paeoniaceae
family. P. lactiflora is a traditional flower and it has the reputation of being the “the prime minister of
flowers”. Flower organs are an optimal model system for the examination of associations among plant
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growth, genes, and evolution. At present, there are extensive researches on the molecular pathway of the P.
lactiflora flower color formation, along with the systematic analysis of anthocyanin components of the
flower. In prior work, we employed RNA sequencing (RNA-Seq) technology to analyze the molecular
network that regulates P. lactiflora flower color chimera ‘Jin Hui’ (with characteristic red outer petal and
yellow inner petal), and screened for important candidate genes related to flower color, including
phenylalanine ammonia-lyase (PAL), flavonol synthase (FLS), and anthocyanidin synthase (ANS) [1].
Petal formation patterns of ornamental plants, like P. lactiflora, are key indicators of their ornamental
value. As a result, its underlying molecular mechanism has garnered much attention in recent times.
Current research on the molecular mechanisms regulating flower pattern is mainly focused on model
organisms like snapdragon, arabidopsis, and tobacco [2–6]. An ABCDE molecular model has been
proposed for the regulation of flower pattern development [7]. However, the molecular mechanism related
to the development and formation of P. lactiflora petals remains unclear. Therefore, it is urgent to
elucidate the molecular mechanism of peony petal regulation from a genetic background as well as to
provide theoretical guidance for resolving the problems of cultivating new varieties of P. lactiflora with
diverse flower patterns. Therefore, our previous studies performed a combined analysis of transcriptomes
and iTRAQ proteomics using the inner and outer petals of ‘ZiFengyu’ P. lactiflora, and identified a key
candidate gene APETALA2 (AP2) as a primary target [8]. The flower-meristem-identity gene APETALA2
(AP2), as one of class-A genes, is involved in the establishment of the floral meristem and the forming of
sepals and petals. To further explore the relationship between P. lactiflora AP2 levels and development of
floral organs, the inner and outer petals at varying developmental stages of the P. lactiflora anemone type
‘ZiFengyu’ (i.e., flower-bud stage S1, initiating bloom stage S2, bloom stage S3, and decline stage S4)
were selected as study materials. The expression differences of AP2 at varying developmental stages and
between the inner and outer petals were detected using qRT-PCR. Our findings will provide a theoretical
reference for the in-depth study of the functional mechanism of AP2 expression in P. lactiflora.

Gene expression is not only regulated by genetic factors but also by epigenetic modifications [9]. Among
all epigenetic modifications, DNA methylation is the most common regulatory mechanism involved in the
conversion of 5’-cytosine dinucleotide at the CpG site to 5’-methylcytosine via DNA methyltransferase [10].
In general, the CpG island-rich areas within the gene promoter are prone to DNA methylation, and the
methylation sites tend to discourage transcription factors interaction with the gene promoter, thereby
suppressing gene transcription and expression [11]. Multiple reports suggest that DNA methylation serves
an essential role in regulating cell physiology, development, and disease [12,13]. Till date, there is a lack
of in-depth research on the molecular mechanisms regulating flower pattern in P. lactiflora. Hence, this
study employed bioinformatics analysis to predict the CpG island of P. lactiflora AP2 promotor region,
then, used bisulfite sequencing PCR (BSP)-Miseq Sequencing to assess the methylation status of the AP2
promoter CpG island region in the petal tissues from varying developmental stages. We also explored the
outcome of methylated AP2 promotor region on AP2 gene expression. Our findings will lay the
foundation of the significance of AP2 expression in P. lactiflora flower pattern regulation. This will
provide a theoretical basis for silencing or activating genes via epigenetic modification in order to
regulate the development and formation of P. lactiflora petals in the future.

2 Materials and Method

2.1 Plants
P. lactiflora anemone type cultivar ‘ZiFengyu’ was selected as the test object in this study. The inner and

outer petal tissues (3 samples each) at four different developmental stages were collected (i.e., flower-bud stage
S1, initiating bloom stage S2, bloom stage S3 and decline stage S4). The samples were obtained from the P.
lactiflora germplasm resource nursery of our laboratory. All materials were flash-frozen in liquid nitrogen
and sent to the laboratory where they were stored in an ultra-low temperature refrigerator of −80°C (Fig. 1).
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2.2 Chemical Reagents
DL2000, DNTP, PCR Buffer, RNA Purification Kit DNase I and the Genome Walking Kit were

purchased from TaKaRa Company. Both primer synthesis and DNA sequencing were completed by
Sangon Biotech (Shanghai) Co., Ltd., China.

2.3 Primer Design
The fluorescence quantification primer (Supplementary Table 1) was designed based on the mRNA sequence

of P. lactiflora AP2 obtained from a previous report [8] on P. lactiflora ‘ZiFengyu’ petals. On this basis, we further
designed specific primers with reference to the manufacturer of Genome Walking Kit (Code: D316, TaKaRa) for
chromosome walking. A list of employed primer sequences is provided in Supplementary Table 2. All primers
were synthesized using the Shanghai Biotechnology Engineering Service Co., Ltd., China.

2.4 Chromosome Walking
The genomic DNA of P. lactiflora petals was extracted as per the slightly improvised CTAB method

[14]. The nested PCR amplification was performed according to the Genome Walking Kit instructions,
and the PCR products were finally DNA sequenced.

2.5 Promotor Region Bioinformatics Analysis
The MethPrimer methylation analysis software (http://www.gene-regulation.com/pub/programs/

alibaba2/index.html?) and the AliBaba software (http://www.gene-regulation.com/pub/programs/alibaba2/
index.html?) were employed to estimate the GpG and CpG islands, respectively, within the 2000-bp 5’-
upstream promotor region of the P. lactiflora AP2 gene.

2.6 Quantitative Real Time PCR Detection
Reverse transcription cDNA synthesis was accomplished according to the reverse transcription kit

instructions (Takara, Code No. RR047A). The synthesized cDNA was compared with the internal
reference gene β-actin upon quantitative PCR proliferation. Briefly, 20 μL of the Real-Time PCR reaction
system included 10 μL of the reagent mixture, 0.5 μL each of the upstream and downstream primers (10
μM each), 1 μL of the cDNA template, and 8 μL of sterile double distilled water (ddH20) under the
reaction criteria as follows: 95°C for 30 s, 1 cycle and 95°C for 5 s, 40 cycles.

Figure 1: Outer- and inner-petals of P. lactiflora ‘ZiFengyu’ at four distinct developmental stages. S1:
flower-bud stage, S2: initiating bloom stage, S3: bloom stage, and S4: decline stage
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2.7 Methylation Sequencing
Genomic DNAwas isolated from porcine tissues via routine phenol/chloroform extraction, prior to bisulfite

conversion via the EpiTect Bisulfite Kit (Qiagen, Valencia, CA, USA), following kit guidelines. Touchdown PCR
amplified the bisulfite-treated DNA (BST-DNA) using the following AP2 primer sequences: (Forward) 5´-
GGAGTTAGGGAGTTGAATAAGGTTA-3´ and (Reverse) 5´-ATTCAAAAAAACATCACAAAAAAAA-3´.
Subsequently, the NGS library was created according to the TruSeq DNA PCR-free library construction
technical manual (Illumina, San Diego, CA, USA), followed by sequencing with the Illumina MiSeq
Benchtop Sequencer. The Illumina Experiment Manager (Illumina) was used to generate the FASTQ format
file. Moreover, 600-cycle MiSeq v.3 reagent cartridges (Illumina) were used for two-tailed end sequencing
library. The raw sequencing data was subjected to data quality control to remove low-quality and ambiguous
base sequences. The methylated and unmethylated reads were counted separately. Finally, the methylated and
unmethylated reads were combined, and the methylation status of each CpG site was calculated as the degree
of methylated reads.

2.8 Statistical Analyses
The quantitative data analysis was processed by the 2-ΔΔCt method [15]. Each sample was subjected to

3 real-time PCR detections, and the average value was used for further analysis. The SPSS18.0 software was
used to perform one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) based on the General Linear Model (GLM) of
different species, different developmental stages, and differences in AP2 expression between the inner and
outer petals. The methylation sequencing data were compared with the QUMA online analysis software
(http://quma.cdb.riken.jp/). The correlation analysis of the AP2 gene expression and methylation status in
P. lactiflora petals employed the Pearson Correlation test within the SPSS18.0 statistical software.

3 Results

3.1 Analysis of AP2 Expression in the Outer Petals of P. lactiflora ‘ZiFengyu’ at Varying Developmental Stages
We examined differences in AP2 expression in the outer petal tissues of the ‘ZiFengyu’ variety at

varying developmental stages, using qPCR. Based on our results (Fig. 2), during the S3 stage, the outer
petal AP2 levels were markedly elevated, compared to the inner petals AP2 levels (P < 0.05). Moreover,
the AP2 expression in the outer flap of the S4 stage was substantially higher than the inner flap at the
decay stage (P < 0.01). In addition, the S3 stage AP2 expression in the petal tissues of the ‘ZiFengyu’
variety was significantly higher than other stages of development (P < 0.05). Thus, in this study, we
noted significant differences in the ‘ZiFengyu’ outer petals AP2 expression at varying stages, and the AP2
expression within the outer petal tissues was significantly larger, compared to the inner petals. Lastly, the
AP2 expression at S3 was relatively higher during the blooming period.

Figure 2: Differential expression analysis of AP2 expression in petals of ‘Zi Fengyu’. Stage 1 (S1), flower-
bud stage; stage 2 (S2), initiating bloom stage; stage 3 (S3), bloom stage; and stage 4 (S4), decline stage, *P <
0.05, **P < 0.01
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3.2 Cloning of the P. lactiflora AP2 5′ Upstream Promotor Region and CpG Prediction
In this study, we employed chromosome walking to clone the 5’-upstream promotor region of the AP2

gene, detected by agarose gel electrophoresis (AGE) (Supplementary Fig. 1). The 2000-bp upstream
promoter was successfully cloned with sequencing (Supplementary Fig. 2). The CpG prediction of this
region (Supplementary Fig. 3) indicated the presence of a CpG island region (−665∼−872 bp) in the AP2
promoter, which could be used for methylation detection.

3.3 Methylation Status Analysis of the CpG Island Region of the AP2 Promoter in P. lactiflora
A methylated primer was used to conduct PCR amplification of the target AP2 fragment and fragment

detection was done using 1% AGE (Supplementary Fig. 4). The amplified fragment sizes met our
expectations, and they were directly analyzed via methylation sequencing (BSP+Miseq) to detect amount
of AP2 methylation in the outer and inner petals at varying stages of development, namely, flower-bud
stage S1, initiating bloom stage S2, bloom stage S3, and decline stage S4. Our results revealed 7 CpG
sites (i.e., CpG-1, CpG-2, CpG-3, CpG-4, CpG-5, CpG-6, and CpG-7) within the CpG island of the AP2
promoter, with varying degrees of methylation (19.73–65.78%) (Fig. 3). Further analysis of the degree of
methylation between the inner and outer petals (Fig. 4) revealed that the methylation ratio (45.37%) of
the CpG-3 site in the inner petals was significantly higher than the outer petals (35.85%) (P < 0.01).
Analysis of the degree of methylation at varying developmental stages (Fig. 5) revealed that the
methylation ratio of the CpG-2 sites at the S4 stage (57.01%) was significantly higher than the S3 stage
(40.62%), S1 stage (45.49%), and S2 stage (45.85%) (P < 0.05). Moreover, the methylation ratio of the
CpG-3 sites at the S3 stage (32.36%) was significantly lower than the S1 stage (42.99%), S2 stage
(43.71%), and S4 stage (43.37%) (P < 0.05).

Figure 3: Methylation amplification products of the CpG island in P. lactiflora AP2 gene
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3.4 Association between AP2 Methylation Status and mRNA Expression in P. lactiflora
Based on the expression levels of AP2 at different developmental stages of ‘ZiFengyu’, a Pearson’s

correlation analysis was performed to assess the relationship between methylation status and mRNA
expression. Our results (Supplementary Table 3) indicated a negative association between the overall
methylation status and mRNA levels of P. lactiflora AP2, with the CpG-3 and CpG-6 sites depicting a
significant negative correlation with the AP2 mRNA expression (CpG-3, r = –0.736, P < 0.01; CpG-6,
r = –0.521, P < 0.01).

3.5 Screening of the Transcription Factor Binding Site in P. lactiflora AP2 Promoter
In this study, bioinformatics analysis was performed to identify a critical CpG island region

(−665∼−872 bp) of the P. lactiflora AP2 promoter, which was further predicted to harbor certain
important transcription factor binding sites (TFBS), using the AliBaba software. Based on our results
(Fig. 6), 11 potential TFBS were predicted in the CpG island region of the AP2 promoter, including
NF-kappaB, GATA-1, Sp1, C/EBP, and so on. Moreover, given that the methylation degree at the CpG-3 and
CpG-6 sites were significantly inversely proportional to AP2 mRNA expression (Supplementary Table 3), we
found that the CpG-3 site was located at the binding site of the Sp1 transcription factor.

4 Discussion

Being a class-A gene that regulates plant floral organ development, the flower-meristem-identity gene
APETALA2 (AP2) contributes to the development of floral meristem, sepals, and petals [16]. In this study,
we demonstrated obvious alterations in AP2 expression in the inner and outer petals of P. lactiflora at
varying development stages. Numerous studies reported that heavily methylated CpG islands in the
promotor region results in the downregulation of gene expression [17–19]. To clearly elucidate the
underlying mechanisms regulating AP2 levels in P. lactiflora petals, we employed RACE cloning,
chromosome walking, and bioinformatics analysis to identify one potential CpG island (−665∼−872 bp)
in the AP2 promoter with multiple TFBS (NF-kappa B, GATA-1, Sp1, and C/EBP). There are, at present,
three possible mechanisms that explain transcriptional inhibition via DNA methylation. First, promoter

Figure 4: Differential analysis of the AP2 gene methylation level between the inner- and outer-petals of P.
lactiflora. ** represents P < 0.01

Figure 5: Differential analysis of AP2 gene methylation level among different developmental stages in P.
lactiflora. Uppercase superscripts represent extremely significant difference (P < 0.01). Lowercase
superscripts represent significant difference (P < 0.05)
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methylation directly renders the TFBS unavailable to transcription factors. Second, promoter methylation
alters chromatin structure which, in turn, negatively affects transcription factor binding to DNA. Third,
promoter methylation attracts specific transcription factor repressors which, in turn, prevents transcription
factor binding to DNA [20]. Gene expression is generally modulated by transcription factors that interact
with the cis-acting element of the respective gene promoters. Once interaction is established, a specific
mechanism is initiated for gene expression. In addition, using bioinformatics analysis, it is possible to
predict the presence of multiple effector elements within a promoter CpG island, indicating a great
importance of the region in regulating subsequent gene expression.

Meissner et al. [21] reported that, in most organisms’ gene coding sequences, the CpG islands are
sparsely distributed and are methylated under normal conditions. The methylation ratio declines with
increasing age, which is negatively correlated with the expression of associated genes. Since the
methylation rate of each CpG site can be accurately measured using BSP+Miseq, we used this method to
study the methylation status of the CpG island region of the AP2 promoter. We detected 7 CpG sites,
with varying degrees of methylation (average methylation > 40%). Among them, the methylation levels of
the CpG-3 sites were significantly different between the inner and outer petals at varying stages of
development, and they were all negatively correlated to one another. In terms of the CpG-3 site,
methylation was observed on the Sp1 effector. We, therefore, speculated that, when the C on the CpG
residue at this site was methylated, the binding of the effector to the transcription factor was inhibited.
Barrera et al. [22] reported that the CpG islands in the promoter region contain multiple genomics
elements, which play a wide variety of roles and functions in regulating gene transcription. Moreover,
some specific CpG sites in this region play a key role as determinants of DNA methylation. Although the
CpG island of each gene promoter contains multiple CpG sites, not all site methylation lead to changes in
gene expression. It is possible that only CpG methylation located in the binding sites of essential
transcription factors inhibits gene transcription and expression, thereby affecting gene function [23]. In
this study, we revealed that the AP2 CpG-3 site interacts with the Sp1 transcription factor and its
methylation negatively impacts AP2 gene expression. Hence, this site may be used as a key functional
site for future research, as the methylation of the remaining 5 CpG sites showed no direct correlation with
AP2 expression and may only play a supporting role. Interestingly, some studies also identified
methylation-dependent transcription factors like hypoxia-inducible factor (HIF)-1α (HIF1A) [24], cAMP

Figure 6: Prediction of transcription factor binding sites (TFBS) in the CpG region for methylation of the
AP2 gene promoter
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response element-binding proteins (CREB) [25], upstream transcription factor (USF) [26], and CCAAT/
enhancer-binding protein β (C/EBPβ) [27]. Sp1-DNA interaction stimulates gene expression and its
binding sequences can be found in multiples within gene promoters or enhancers [28,29]. In this study,
we identified the methylation-regulated modulation of AP2 expression and identified its important
functional cis-elements (CpG-3, Sp1). Our findings will provide theoretical guidance in the creation of
new P. lactiflora varieties using gene-directed editing techniques and transgenic engineering. However,
the transgenic process is often affected by the genome or gene-codon usage pattern and preferences,
which makes it necessary to conduct relevant researches on the codon usage characteristics of the P.
lactiflora AP2 modulation.

5 Conclusions

In conclusion, our study revealed the developmental expression pattern of the AP2 gene in P. lactiflora
petals and obtained one CpG region (–665∼–872 bp) in the AP2 core promoter. Besides, our findings
indicated that the methylation of CpG-3 sites has certain inhibitory effect on AP2 expression and affect
the type formation of P. lactiflora flower. This study will enhance the knowledge of regulation of AP2
gene expression and its effect on P. lactiflora flower pattern development.
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Supplemental Information

Supplementary Table 1: Information of qPCR primer

Primer name Sequence (5′-3′) Amplification Annealing (�C)
AP2 F: AAACCAAAGGCACTTTATG qRT-PCR 55

R: CATTGCCGTTTCCTTCTT

β-actin F: ACTGCTGAACGGGAAATT qRT-PCR 55

R: ATGGCTGGAACAGGACTT

Supplementary Table 2: Primer information of AP2 gene for genome walking in P. lactiflora

Primer name Primer sequence (5'-3') Application

Sp1 GACCCTGACCCCATTTCTAAACC 1st of 5' Walking

Sp2 CCAAATATCTTGCTGCTGATCCGCT 2nd of 5' Walking

Sp3 CCGATCAGGTGAATCGTTCAGA 3rd of 5' Walking

Supplementary Figure 1: Genome walking of AP2 gene promoter region in P. lactiflora. P: PCR product of
promoter; M: DL2000
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Supplementary Figure 2: Promoter region of AP2 gene in P. lactiflora. Sequence with underline represents
the CpG island; Red ATG represents initiation codon

Supplementary Figure 3: CpG-island prediction and primer design of P. lactiflora AP2 gene
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Supplementary Figure 4 Methylation amplification products of CpG island of P. lactiflora AP2 gene. 1, 2:
PCR product; M: DL2000

Supplementary Table 3: Correlation analysis between promoter methylation and AP2mRNA expression

CpG site Correlation coefficient P-value

CpG-1 –0.320 0.128

CpG-2 –0.365 0.080

CpG-3 –0.736 0.000

CpG-4 –0.346 0.098

CpG-5 –0.169 0.430

CpG-6 –0.521 0.009

CpG-7 –0.064 0.766
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